
 

 

 

Integrated Workflow 

Get a single source of truth and complete Clarity 

Work smarter, not harder and use one system that 
fulfils every need right from first contact through to 
final payment.  

Remove the risk of data duplication, inaccuracies, 
data loss and out of date software when you 
implement one holistic system and process across 
your business. Getting complete profit assurance 
has never been easier.  

 

Quoting & Estimating 

Never over or under quote again with Clarity Software.  

Get complete profit assurance with the most powerful quoting and estimating software on the market.  

Trusted by thousands of brands across the globe, the industry’s most widely used system clears your 
quoting bottlenecks and can increase your quoting capacity by 100% or more with no extra staff. 

Win the orders you’ve been missing out on, and turn away those that are not profitable. 

Quote quickly and accurately for jobs of any size. Streamline the quoting and communication process 
when you send quotes out by email in a couple of clicks and generate internal works orders on 
confirmation. Repeating or looking up old quotes has never been easier, and happens with the blink of an 
eye. 

Works Orders and easy order 
processing 

Streamlined order processing makes jobs easier, more 
organised and less stressful.  

Works orders in Clarity are your secure transition from order 
confirmation to manufacture. They act as a production job 
card with a unique quote revision reference, giving you full 
traceability back to the original quote.  

This makes sure jobs are delivered to the exact customer 
requirements with complete transparency. Delivering 
excellent customer service and winning repeat business has 
never been easier.  



 

 

 

Production workflow  

Eradicate the risk of unexpected losses, delayed or forgotten orders and poor customer experience with 
Clarity’s Production Workflow. 

Scheduling every component of every job is simple, taking into account the capacity and next available 
run time of resources.  

Track your jobs through every stage and function including artwork, printing, cutting, laminating, welding, 
stitching and bespoke finishing, with ease.  

Focus on getting the next job over the line and get a clear overview of job status and progress via a live 
Gantt chart with traffic light indicators, fed by data collected from shop floor staff directly from their 
workstation. Exceed expectations every single time. 

 

Stock management  

Unify your warehouse and practice clever stock 
management. No more overflowing racks, old, 
holding or missed stock. Say goodbye to 
wastage and costly errors, and get control of off 
cuts and partial roll use to minimise stock on 
hand. Create pre-allocation of stock to jobs to 
ensure material requirements are built to each 
job.  

Optimised stock holding has huge cash benefits. 
Don’t fall short of fast moving or quick demand 
items. Don’t hold too much. Keep cash in the 
bank, not on the shelves.  

 

Proof of Delivery  

Deliver excellence and get paid faster.  

Proof of delivery from the field guarantees payment for jobs, using photo and signature evidence on your 
invoices. Manage fitting and delivery schedules electronically from start to finish. Synchronise all data 
back to the office from the field, reducing travel expenses and speeding up invoicing times. Get Clarity on 
site jobs, and track it all from the office.  

 

 



 

 

 

Digital Invoicing  

Invoicing made simple.  

Generate clean, up to date invoices that are easily tracked. Create partial or full invoices or credit notes. 
Manage repeat invoices from our unique ‘recurring’ templates. Search for historic invoices easily and 
create batch and recurring invoices using simple processes.  

But best of all, Clarity integrates with Sage and QuickBooks software, saving hours in duplication of data 
entry.  

Management reports  

Holistic business information drives better decision-
making, increasing growth and profitability.  

Get access to over 200 standard reports and 
unlimited customised reports and get complete 
visibility and clarity on your business.  

Use date filters, sequence ordering, process triggers 
and more, plus brand reports to meet preferred 
layouts.  

Get clarity on true job costs. Identify best sellers and 
optimise live stock levels.  

Use this new found power to expand into new 
markets and bring Clarity to your business. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GET A FREE DEMO TODAY 
clarity-software.com 

Clarity Software, 7 The Pavilions, Cranmore Drive, Solihull, B90 4SB, UK  

+44 (0)121 248 2448.    sales@clarity-software.com 

 

web clarity-software.com twitter @Clar 


